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NUCLEAR STRUCTURE STUDIES BY DIRECTREACTIONS WITH RADIOACTIVE BEAMS�Peter EgelhofGesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung (GSI), D-64291 Darmstadt, Germany(Reeived February 1, 1999)The investigation of diret reations with exoti beams in inverse kine-matis gives aess to a wide �eld of nulear struture studies in the regionfar o� stability. The basi onept and the methods involved are brie�ydisussed. The present ontribution will fous on the investigation of lightneutron-rih halo nulei. Suh nulei reveal a new type of nulear stru-ture, namely an extended neutron distribution surrounding a nulear ore.A brief overview on this phenomenon, and on the various methods whihgave �rst evidene and qualitative on�rmation of our present piture ofhalo nulei is given. To obtain more quantitative information on the radialshape of halo nulei elasti proton sattering on neutron-rih light nuleiat intermediate energies was reently investigated for the �rst time. Thismethod is demonstrated to be an e�etive means for studying the nulearmatter distributions of suh nulei. The results on the nulear matter radiiof 6He and 8He, the dedued nulear matter density distributions, and thesigni�ane of the data on the halo struture is disussed. The present dataallow also a sensitive test of theoretial model alulations on the strutureof neutron-rih helium isotopes. A few examples are presented.PACS numbers: 21.10.Gv, 25.40.Cm, 25.60.�t, 25.60.Dz1. IntrodutionOne of the most powerful lassial methods for obtaining spetrosopiinformation on the struture of nulei is the investigation of light-ion indueddiret reations, i.e. elasti or inelasti sattering, or one- and few-nuleontransfer reations. A lot of what we know about the struture of stable nuleiwas obtained from suh investigations. Of ourse, before the availability ofradioative ion beams, this method was limited to stable or very long-livednulei, whih allow to produe targets. The use of good-quality seondary� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998. (487)



488 P. Egelhofexoti beams now enables to study suh reations on exoti nulei using themethod of inverse kinematis, whih is skethed in Fig. 1 for the example ofa (d; p) reation.
Fig. 1. The method of inverse kinematis is skethed for the example of a (d; p)-reation on the nuleus AX .In priniple, a large variety of light-ion indued reations with variousphysis motivations may be investigated. One- and few-nuleon transfer re-ations, suh as (d; p), (p; d), (d; t), (d;3He), (3He,�), et., allow to populatesingle-partile (hole) states or two-partile (two-hole) states, whereas inelas-ti (p; p0), (�; �0), et. sattering leads to the population of olletive states,and (p; p), (�; �), et. elasti sattering allows to dedue information on thenulear matter distribution of nulei. Of partiular physis interest are, forexample, the nulear shell model in the region far o� stability, the two-bodyresidual interation in nulei, as well as astrophysial questions, transitiondensities and deformation parameters, the radial shape of nulei, et.The new heavy-ion aelerator failities at GSI Darmstadt, whih ameinto operation in 1990, opened new opportunities for a variety of nulearphysis studies. With respet to exoti nulei the ombination of the heavy-ion synhrotron SIS, the fragment separator FRS and, for seleted ases,the experimental storage ring ESR provides good-quality beams of relativelyshort-lived nulei, extending to isotopes far o� stability, in the energy rangefrom the Coulomb barrier up to intermediate energies around 1 GeV/u.Espeially for experiments with radioative beams to be performed at inter-mediate energies the GSI failities open at present unique possibilities.The present ontribution will fous on nulear struture studies on lightneutron-rih halo nulei. Suh nulei, loated near or at the neutron dripline, in partiular 6He, 8He, 11Li, 14Be, et., have attrated muh attention inthe reent years sine there is lear experimental evidene that these nuleireveal a qualitatively new type of nulear struture, namely an extendedneutron distribution surrounding a nulear ore.A brief overview on this phenomenon and on some of the experimentalmethods whih gave �rst evidene, and whih were used for further ex-



Nulear Struture Studies by Diret Reations with Radioative Beams 489perimental aess to the halo struture of nulei, is given in the followingsetion. The third setion is dediated to the investigation of nulear matterdistributions of halo nulei by intermediate energy elasti proton sattering,a method whih was applied on exoti nulei for the �rst time in reentexperiments at GSI.2. Halo nulei � a new phenomenon of the struture of nuleiThe disovery and the interpretation of the phenomenon of halo nuleiwas initiated in the mid-eighties by the pioneering work of Tanihata andoworkers [1�3℄. In these experiments the total interation ross setion �Iwas determined for the interation of light neutron-rih isotopes with varioustargets. �I was dedued from the hange of intensity of a beam of exotinulei before and after hitting a target. From the measured interation rosssetions the nulear matter radii RI (proj.) of the projetile nulei may beestimated by simple geometrial onsiderations using the relation�I = �[RI(proj.) +RI(tar.)℄2; (1)RI(tar.) being the matter radius of the target nuleus. (It should be notedthat for a quantitative determination of the matter radii a more sophistiatedanalysis taking into aount the reation dynamis was used.)The surprisingly steep rise of �I for 11Li in the hain of the Li-isotopes,and less pronouned, for 6He and 8He for the He-isotopes, was thereforeinterpreted as due to a pronouned inrease of the nulear matter radius.In Fig. 2 a ompilation of suh data [3℄ measured for a larger number ofneutron-rih isotopes is displayed. In almost all of the isotope hains weobserve for the most neutron-rih nulei a deviation from the A(1=3)-law(see dotted line in Fig. 2), whih is well established for stable and less exotinulei. These �ndings were at that time interpreted in terms of the followingpiture (see also Fig. 3): For the ase of �normal� nulei, whih are stable orare situated lose to the valley of stability, and whih therefore possess onlya small exess of neutrons, the neutrons and protons are equally distributed(left part of Fig. 3), and the addition of one neutron will not drastiallyhange the spatial extension of the nuleus. In ontrast, a new phenomenonof nulear struture appears for some nulei whih are lose to the drip line,and for whih the binding energy of additional valene nulei is onsequentlyvery low, usually of the order of a few hundred keV only. Adding one or moreneutrons to suh an already very neutron-rih nuleus will produe in ertainases a so-alled �halo� around a nulear ore, onsisting of an extremelyspatially extended, low-density aureole in whih the additional neutrons areloated (right part of Fig. 3). Thus, in speial ases, a signi�ant frationof more than 90% of the valene neutron wave funtion an be outside of



490 P. Egelhofthe entral part of the nuleus, leading to an extended radius of the nulearmatter distribution. So, for example, the nulear radius determined for 11Liis similar to that of the stable 32S, whih onsists of approximately threetimes the number of nuleons. It turns out that the phenomenon of halonulei is always losely onneted to a very low binding energy of the valenenuleons.

Fig. 2. Nulear matter radii RI dedued from measured total interation rosssetions for several isotope hains of light neutron-rih nulei (from Ref. [3℄).

Fig. 3. Density distributions of nulear matter for stable nulei and extremelyneutron-rih nulei.



Nulear Struture Studies by Diret Reations with Radioative Beams 491In order to on�rm the present piture of halo nulei, and to get a deeperinsight into the struture of suh nulei, halo nulei were subjet to numer-ous studies during the last deade, using various methods. For a detailedoverview over this �eld the reader may be referred to reent review arti-les [4�7℄. Experiments performed at the on-line mass separator ISOLDE atCERN foused on the eletri and magneti moments of halo nulei [8, 9℄.Beta-deay measurements following in-beam polarization by optial pump-ing on 9Li and 11Li showed that the eletri and magneti properties of bothnulei are very similar. This �nding is a lear on�rmation that the largeinteration ross setion obtained for 11Li is only due to the spatial distri-bution of the valene neutrons, and not reated by ore deformation or orepolarization e�ets.Another frequently used method is the investigation of momentum dis-tributions of the reation produts after fragmentation of the halo nuleusfollowing the interation with a target. Experiments were performed usingbeams produed by heavy ion projetile fragmentation and in-�ight sepa-ration at GANIL, MSU, RIKEN in the energy range 20�80 MeV/u, and atBEVALAC and GSI for higher inident energies of about 200�1000 MeV/u.Thus, a large variety of data on longitudinal and transverse momentum dis-tributions of the heavy �ore�-fragment, and of the valene neutrons, and,in kinematial omplete experiments, of both have been taken for variousexoti nulei, and for various targets and inident energies (for an overviewsee [4�7, 10℄, and referenes therein).It follows from relatively simple onsiderations that the momentum dis-tributions of the fragments re�et the intrinsi distribution of the on-stituents, and thus the spatial struture of the fragmenting nuleus. Themomentum distribution of the valene neutrons of the nuleus being theFourier transform of its wave funtion, the size of the spatial distributionof the nuleus is � due to the unertainty priniple � expeted to be in-versely proportional to the width � of the momentum distribution. Henewe obtain for the root mean square matter radius:hR2mi1=2 � 1=� : (2)Indeed, narrow momentum distributions were obtained for pratiallyall andidates for halo nulei, as established from the data on the total in-teration ross setion. As an example, reent data [11℄ on longitudinalmomentum distributions of 18C (16C)-fragments after one-neutron removalfrom 19C (17C)-projetiles are displayed in Fig. 4. Both projetile nulei areassumed to have an extended neutron distribution due to the small bindingenergy of the valene neutron. Consequently both momentum distributionsare found to be narrower by fators of about 2 and 3 ompared to the orre-sponding momentum distributions of tightly bound nulei, thus on�rming



492 P. Egelhofan extended neutron distribution in both nulei. The signi�ant di�erenein the width of the distributions is attributed to the di�erene in the separa-tion energies of the valene neutron, and thus a pronouned halo strutureis established for the 19C nuleus. Fig. 5 displays the latest ompilation ofnulei for whih the halo struture has been on�rmed by the various ex-perimental information. Besides one-, two-, and four-neutron halos on theneutron-rih side, there is meanwhile also evidene for proton halos.

Fig. 4. Longitudinal momentum distributions of 18C, and 16C after one-neutronremoval from 19C, and 17C, respetively (from Ref. [11℄).

Fig. 5. Chart of isotopes up to element Z = 8. Nulei for whih a halo struturewas on�rmed experimentally are indiated.



Nulear Struture Studies by Diret Reations with Radioative Beams 493In summary we onlude that the assumed piture on the struture ofhalo nulei, established after the �nding of the large interation radii (seeabove), was qualitatively on�rmed by various experiments. Halo nuleiare thus haraterized by large interation ross setions, weak binding ofthe valene nuleon(s), and narrow momentum distributions of the reationproduts after fragmentation. On the other hand it should be pointed out,that a more quantitative information on the radial struture and the sizeof halo nulei from suh experiments is to a onsiderable extend limited bythe limited knowledge of the underlying reation mehanism and dynamisof the reations used. Hene, systemati unertainties in the determinationof the matter radii appear due to unertainties reated by e�ets like theinteration of the target with the nulear onstituents, by the �nal stateinteration of the knoked-out fragments with the remaining system, et.Thus, in order to obtain more quantitative information on the radial shapeof halo nulei and the nulear matter radii, the method of elasti protonsattering at intermediate energy was reently applied, as will be disussedin the following Setion.3. Nulear matter distributions of halo nulei fromelasti proton sattering at intermediate energyProton nuleus elasti sattering at intermediate energies was proved(for the ase of stable nulei) to be a well suited method for obtaining au-rate and detailed information on nulear matter distributions of nulei [12℄.This method was reently applied at GSI Darmstadt for the �rst time forthe investigation of exoti nulei. The advantage of suh experiments asompared to investigations at onsiderably lower inident energies is, thatfor intermediate energies, available for exoti beams at GSI, proton-nuleuselasti sattering an be desribed aurately by the di�rative multiple sat-tering theory whih relates the measured ross setion to the nulear matterdistribution in a rather unambiguous way [12℄. Furthermore, as theoretialonsiderations have shown [13, 14℄, proton sattering in the region of smallmomentum transfer is sensitive to the halo struture of nulei. Thus, besidesthe preise determination of the nulear matter radius, information on theshape of the radial distribution of nulear matter of halo nulei an be ob-tained. Both quantities are fundamental quantities of nulei, and thereforeof large interest for our understanding of the struture of halo nulei, andfor an e�etive test of respetive theoretial model alulations.Di�erential ross setions for elasti proton sattering at small satteringangles were measured at GSI Darmstadt at energies around 700 MeV/u ininverse kinematis for the neutron-rih helium isotopes 6He, 8He [15,16℄, andreently also for the neutron-rih lithium isotopes 8Li, 9Li, and 11Li. The



494 P. Egelhofpresent ontribution will mainly onentrate on data on the helium isotopesfor whih the data analysis was ompleted reently [14℄. Seondary 4;6;8Hebeams (the p4He ross setion was measured for a onsisteny hek of themethod) were produed with inident energies of 699 MeV/u, 717 MeV/u,and 674 MeV/u, respetively, by fragmentation of 18O ions from the heavy-ion synhrotron SIS, impinging on a beryllium target, and were isotopiallyseparated by the fragment separator FRS [17℄. The intensity of the se-ondary beams was about 103 se�1 in all ases.The experimental setup is displayed in Fig. 6 (for more details on thetehnial design and experimental proedure see also Refs. [16, 18℄). Therelatively low seondary beam intensities for isotopes lose to the drip linedemand for a thik e�etive hydrogen target, and for a large solid angledetetor for the reoil protons. In order to meet these experimental ondi-tions the hydrogen �lled time-projetion ionization hamber IKAR was used,whih serves simultaneously as a gas target and a detetor. It was devel-oped at the St. Petersburg Nulear Physis Institute (PNPI), Gathina, andwas originally used for studying small angle hadron elasti sattering [19℄.IKAR ensures a high H2 target thikness (about 3�1022 protons=m2), andhas a 2� aeptane in azimuthal angle for reoil proton registration. Itoperates at 10 bar pressure of hydrogen and onsists of 6 idential mod-ules. Eah module ontains an anode plate, a athode plate, and a grid, alleletrodes being arranged perpendiular to the beam diretion. The signalsfrom the eletrodes, registered by �ash analog-to-digital onverters, providethe energy of the reoil proton, or its energy loss in ase it leaves the a-tive volume, the sattering angle of the reoil proton, and the oordinateof the interation point in the grid-athode spae. The sattering angle forthe helium projetiles was determined by a traking detetor onsisting of 4two-dimensional multiwire-proportional hambers (see Fig. 6). In addition,the sintillation ounters S1, S2, S3, and VETO were used for triggering,and for the identi�ation of the inident and sattered beam partiles viatime-of-�ight and dE=dx measurements.The resulting ross setions are displayed in Fig. 7. Plotted error barsdenote statistial errors only. The absolute normalization obtained is esti-mated to be aurate within � 3%. The measured p4He ross setion is inexellent agreement with previous data [20℄, whih were obtained in diretkinematis.To derive information on the nulear density distributions of 6He and8He from the measured ross setions the Glauber multiple sattering the-ory was applied. Calulations were performed using the basi Glauber for-mula [12℄ for proton-nuleus elasti sattering, and taking experimental dataon proton-proton and proton-neutron sattering as an input. For the analy-sis of the present experiment [14,15℄ various parametrizations of the nulear
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Fig. 6. Shemati view of the experimental setup. The entral part shows the hy-drogen �lled ionization hamber IKAR whih serves simultaneously as a gas targetand a detetor system for reoil protons. Four multiwire proportional hambers(PMWC 1-4) determine the sattering angle of the projetile. Sintillation ounters(S1-S3, VETO) were used for trigger and partile identi�ation.

Fig. 7. Absolute di�erential ross setions d�=dt versus the four momentum trans-fer squared �t for p4He,p6He andp8He elasti sattering at inident energies of 699MeV/u, 717 MeV/u, and 674 MeV/u, respetively, obtained from the present ex-periment (full dots). Open dots show the data of Ref. [20℄. Full lines are the resultof �ts assuming the GH parametrization for the nulear density distributions.density distributions of 4He, 6He and 8He were used as an input for theGlauber alulations, and the parameters were varied in order to obtain abest �t to the experimental ross setions. All nuleon distributions dedued,



496 P. Egelhofas well as the resulting root mean square radii Rm, refer to point nuleondistributions. Two parametrizations of the total matter distribution �m(r)were used whih do not make a di�erene between ore and valene nule-ons, namely a symmetrized Fermi (SF) distribution, and a Gaussian witha �halo� (GH) (for details see Ref. [14℄). Furthermore two parametrizationswere applied whih assume that the 6;8He nulei onsist of an � ore andof 2(4) valene neutrons for 6He (8He). Here, a Gaussian distribution forthe ore, and either a Gaussian (GG) or a 1p-shell harmoni osillator-typedensity (GO) for the valene neutrons were used.The experimental data are equally well desribed independent on thedensity parametrization used, with a redued �2 around unity. Solid lines inFig. 7 show the GH ase as an example. The dedued nulear matter densitydistributions �m(r) for 6He and 8He are displayed in Fig. 8 in omparisonwith the one for 4He. The results for all four parametrizations used agreereasonably well, within small errors (for a detailed disussion see Ref. [14℄)over a wide range of the radius parameter r. For both neutron-rih Heisotopes, 6He and 8He, rather extended matter distributions were obtained,the matter densities dereasing muh slower with the radius than the onefor 4He. This result is interpreted as a lear evidene for the existene of asigni�ant neutron halo in 6He and 8He.

Fig. 8. Nulear ore and nulear matter density distributions �(r) for 6He (leftside) and for 8He (right side) obtained for the di�erent parametrizations applied(for notations see text). For a omparison the nulear matter density distributionfor 4He is also plotted (left side). Curves are normalized to the number of nuleons.Both parametrizations (SF and GH) applied for 4He have yielded iden-tial values Rm = 1.49 � 0.03 fm. In the ase of 6He and 8He the values



Nulear Struture Studies by Diret Reations with Radioative Beams 497obtained for the matter radii Rm from the four parametrizations mutuallyagree within small errors (�0.02 fm). This demonstrates that the results onthe radii are quite independent on the model assumptions onsidered. The�nal average values are Rm = 2.30 � 0.07 fm for 6He, and Rm = 2.45 � 0.07fm for 8He (with total errors inluding systematial unertainties).The present data on nulear matter radii from elasti proton satteringross setions may be ompared to orresponding data dedued from thetotal interation ross setions, a method whih was disussed in setion2 of this ontribution. Suh a omparison is of speial interest, as bothmethods to determine nulear matter radii are independent.The results from the present experiment are in lose agreement with thefor years aepted values Rm = 2.33 � 0.04 fm for 6He and Rm = 2.49 �0.04 fm for 8He from Tanihata et al. [23℄. However, the data on the 6Hematter radius from the total interation ross setions were again underdisussion reently, as a reanalysis [24,25℄ of the data from Ref. [2℄ resultedin two new values for Rm, whih both disagree with the radius from thepresent experiment. In Fig. 9 the results on the matter radius of 6He fromvarious analysis [21�25℄ over the years, whih were all based on the sameexperimental data set from Tanihata et al. [2℄, are displayed (blak dots).For omparison the result of the present experiment is also shown in Fig. 9(open square). It may be onluded from Fig. 9 that the error bars given forthe various values dedued from analysing the data on the total interationross setion do in some ases not inlude, or underestimate the systematialunertainties. At present this topi is still under disussion.

Fig. 9. Compilation of values for the nulear matter radius of 6He, dedued fromvarious analysis [21�25℄, whih were all based on the same data set on the totalinteration ross setions [2℄ (blak dots). For omparison the value obtained fromthe present experiment is also shown (open square).



498 P. EgelhofBesides the determination of phenomenologial nuleon density distribu-tions and their parameters, the present data allow also a sensitive test oftheoretial model alulations on the struture of neutron-rih nulei. As anexample, the results of mirosopi alulations performed in the frameworkof the Re�ned Resonating Group Model (RRGM) [26℄, using as an input var-ious e�etive nuleon�nuleon fores without additional free parameters, areompared with the experimental data. For that purpose, the nuleon densitydistributions obtained from the theoretial RRGM alulations [27, 28℄ forthe di�erent helium isotopes investigated were used as an input for Glauberalulations, as desribed above. Finally the obtained �theoretial ross se-tions� were ompared with the experimental data, thus allowing for a testof the nuleon�nuleon fore used. In Fig. 10 the experimental data on6He and 8He are displayed in omparison with the orresponding results ofRRGM alulations [27, 28℄ performed with the e�etive nuleon�nuleonfore introdued by Csoto (CS), and various modi�ations of the e�etivenuleon�nuleon fore introdued by Stöwe and Zahn (SZ) (for details seeRefs. [18, 27, 28℄). For both isotopes, the SZ-V2 fore, whih inludes (asompared to the original version SZ-2) the entral fore in the odd-paritysinglet and triplet states of the nuleon�nuleon two-body fore, yields thebest desription of the experimental data. In the ase of 8He the SZ-V2

Fig. 10. Di�erential ross setions for p6He sattering (left side) and p8He sattering(right side) obtained from the present experiment are ompared with alulatedross setions on the basis of nulear matter distributions resulting frommirosopiRRGM alulations with various e�etive nuleon�nuleon fores, namely CS (solidlines), SZ (dashed lines), SZ-V2 (dotted line), modi�ed SZ-V2 (dashed-dotted line).For notations see text.



Nulear Struture Studies by Diret Reations with Radioative Beams 499fore had to be modi�ed [28℄ (inlusion of a realisti hard ore) to obtain areasonable agreement with the experimental data.In Fig. 11 (left side) the orresponding theoretial nulear matter densitydistributions are, for the ase of 6He, ompared with the distribution deduedfrom the present experiment for the GG parametrization (see above). Forr < 5 fm, the best agreement is obtained for the SZ-V2 fore whih gave alsothe best agreement for the ross setions. There seems to be a general trendof these alulations to exhibit, as ompared to the experimental result, anenhaned tail for very large radii (r > 5 fm). This trend is in agreement withalulations from Ref. [24℄, but in disagreement with a reent alulation us-ing the boson dynami-orrelation model [29℄. The result of this alulationis also shown in Fig. 11 (right side). A remarkably good agreement with theexperimentally determined density distribution over the whole range of theradius parameter r is obtained.

Fig. 11. On the left side the nulear matter density distribution for 6He obtainedfrom mirosopi RRGM alulations with the e�etive nuleon�nuleon fores CS(solid line) and SZ-V2 (dashed- dotted line) are ompared with the density distri-bution dedued from the present experiment for the GG parametrization (dottedline). On the right side of the �gure, again the distribution dedued from thepresent experiment (dotted line) is ompared with the result of a alulation usingthe boson dynami-orrelation model [29℄ (dashed-dotted line).In an experiment performed very reently at GSI Darmstadt data onelasti proton sattering from neutron-rih lithium isotopes 8Li, 9Li and11Li were taken using the same experimental method. At present the dataanalysis is in progress. From the statistis obtained we expet a similar,or even better sensitivity on the nulear matter distributions of 8;9;11Li asompared to the ase of the helium isotopes.
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